
Create Your Own 
Name Tag

• Create a 3-Fold Name Card.

• Print your name in bold letters.

• Underneath in smaller letters add your School / Work Location 
and your position this year.

• Decorate your Name Tag. 



´Barb McBride

´bbmcbride@outlook.com



Territory
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT



Pause and 
Connect

• Take a moment to pause and 
reflect… Begin your introduction 
with sharing how you feeling as you 
join us today?

• Then… introduce yourself by 
saying your name and your 
position this year so we have an 
idea of the diversity in the room.

• What is something you would like 
to share that others might not 
know about you?



Shape of the Session

• What is CP4YC?

• Voices from our group

• Early Learning Framework

• Your Group of Children

• Personal Reflection

• Highlights from last year

• Who will I choose?

• SEWB Facets: What interests me?

• Observations

• Next steps

• Hopes/Reflection



What is CP4YC all 
about?

• • Listening (watching) Closely

• • Being Curious

• • Embracing Wonder

• • Sharing the Story

• (E.L.F. page 51)

• What’s the story you want to tell?

• What’s the story you want children to tell?

• What do you want to be paying attention to?

• What are you wanting to focus on?



Key Principles 
of CP4YC
Strengths: Child, Parent/Guardian, 
Educator

Inquiry: the most powerful force for 
learning and change

Community: class/group, colleagues, this 
group

No one answer for everyone (one size 
does not fit all (muddy/confusing)



Key Practices

• child-led play

• self-regulation

• nurturing SEWB

• a strength-based approach



Goals
To build a supportive community of practice to share what you are learning

To extend the opportunity to collaborate and implement quality practices 
around SEWB

To establish a culture of inquiry through documentation and critical reflection 
around your individual question

To build on your strengths, expertise, knowledge and context by sharing and 
discussing

To use current research on what develops SEWB

To strengthen your knowledge and implementation of the ideas presented in 
the Early Learning Framework



Voices of Our 
Group

Voices of Previous 
Participants

     

• What was your greatest 
learning from an inquiry 
you have been part of 
(CP4YC or other)?

OR
• What was the most 

frustrating aspect of the 
inquiry process?

OR
• What was the most 

exciting thing about 
your inquiry, the 
process, or your 
learning?

Voices of those New 
to the Group

• What enticed you to 
join CP4YC?

OR
• What is one 

question/concern you 
have?

OR
• What are you about 

hoping to get out of 
participating in CP4YC?



Ministry Resources
• 0 – 8 Early Learning Framework
• Play Today handbook
• Let’s Play!- Learning Activities for Families



Early Learning 
Framework

Let’s look at p 47 of the Early Learning 
Framework.  After reading this section 
talk in your table group about:

• How this resonates with the work you 
do with children?

• What is the relationships between these 
pedagogies and the work we are doing 
in CP4YC?

Bring one idea from your discussion back to 
our large group. (5 minutes)



Reflect on your 
current group of 

children…

What do you love 
about them?

What are their 
strengths?

What gifts do they 
bring to your 

learning 
environment?



Reflective Chat …

Reflect on your 
current group of 

children…

What do you love 
about them?

What are their 
strengths?

What gifts do they 
bring to your 

learning 
environment?



Personal Reflection

q Please take five minutes to fill 
out the document “Reflecting 
on my current Practice”. 

q This will provide a baseline 
snapshot of your current 
thinking.

q You will keep this as part of 
your learning portfolio for our 
year of working and 
collaborating to CP4YC.

q This is for your personal 
reflection only and will not be 
shared.



CR4YC 2022-2023
Results 

Sharon Jeroski & Jennifer Delvecchio
Horizon Research & Evaluation Inc



Participants  (Source)

CR4YC 2022-2023        Jeroski &
 Delvecchio
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Impact on Children’s SEWB

CR4YC 2022-2023        Jeroski &
 Delvecchio
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major change



Change in Focus Facet

CR4YC 2022-2023        Jeroski &
 Delvecchio
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major change



Change in Each Facet

CR4YC 2022-2023        Jeroski & Delvecchio
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Details of 
change in 
facets

CR4YC 2022-2023        Jeroski & Delvecchio

FACET PARTICIPANTS 
FOCUSED ON 

N OF 
CHILDREN

EXTENT OF CHANGE

Major 
change

Some 
change

Little/no                 
change

Contributing to 
classroom

19 68% (13) 32% (6) 0

Sense of personal 
agency

43 60% (26) 35% (15) 5% (2)

Sense of well-being 39 56% (23) 42% (17) 2% (1)

Relationships 114 54% (61) 41% (47) 6% (7)

Sense of identity 32 52%  (17) 45% (15) 3% (1)

Self-regulation 42 43% (18) 52% (22) 5% (2)

Kindness/ empathy 30 30%   (9) 67% (20) 1% (3)

Combined 319



Spotlight on 
Personal Agency

Sense of Personal Agency – self-efficacy
• advocates for self; recognizes and addresses own needs

• uses voice

• strong connection to self-regulation, sense of well-being, and 
contributing to classroom/group

• foundational to other facets and to future success

• often a good starting place –strength-based, easy to observe in 
small steps- relevant across contexts and ages

CR4YC Results
• consistently one of the areas of strongest growth

• facet where educators’ efforts seem to result in improvement
CR4YC 2022-2023        Jeroski & Delvecchio

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND.

https://www.klirenman.com/2013/09/providing-my-students-with-choice-why.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Choosing a 
Wonder Child
Who?

vA child you have some 
questions/wonders/curiosity about

vA partnership with the child and 
family to support curiosity and 
exploration

vRegular enough attendance to 
support inquiry & reflection

What’s involved?
ü Obtaining Consents, Communicating & 

Sharing

ü Observing your “wonder child” over 
time as a way to examine practice

ü Completing  Case Study document 
(cover sheet, observation sheet, etc.)



CP4YC Children
Notice Name Nurture



Building 
Relationships





Interactive 
Activity:

The "Preference Poll"



Initial Thinking: 
Which facet will I choose to focus on with the group?

• Building Relationships: friends

• Kindness and Empathy: caring for others

• Personal Well-Being: sense of joy and happiness

• Sense of Identity (who am I?)

• Self-regulation: identifying and managing emotions

• Contributing to the Learning Community: belonging

• Sense of Agency: advocating for self and addressing own needs



• Picture Books are a 
powerful way to teach 
Social and Emotional Well-
Being. 
• For our next session 
please bring a book that 
relates to your chosen 
facet and come prepared to 
share it with our group.



CP4YC Observations
Observing day to day, research-based 
changes, to enhance children’s social and 
emotional well-being
You can present/submit your information in 
different ways.



What is the 
process used 
for CP4YC? 

1.  Identify the facet 
of social emotional 

well being, the 
inquiry question, the 
wonder child, group 
and WC strengths

2. Decide what you 
want to try and try it 

- strategies, 
supports, etc using 

group and WC 
strengths.

What story do you 
want to tell?

3. Observe: collect 
and reflect on 
observational 
information

4. Share and reflect 
on observations with 

others, consider 
other options using 

group and WC 
strengths

5. Revise inquiry 
question?

Revise plan?
Circle to #2 again



What do I plan to do or think about before 
our next session?

32

1

Identify your 
wonder child

2

Chat with both 
the child and 
family

3

Ensure you have 
signed parent 
permission

4

Observe the 7 
facets happening 
in your learning 
environment.

5

Choose 1 facet 
and observe this 
facet in relation 
to your wonder 
child

6

Record your 
observations on 
the ‘observation 
sheet’ and bring 
it to the next 
meeting

7

Bring a picture 
book to share 
that reflects the 
facet you have 
chosen for your 
Wonder Child



CHANGING POSSIBILITIES FOR YOUNG 
CHILDREN

is a process of inviting 

YOU 

to hear, see, think, & reflect
about the importance of social and emotional well-
being of young children and what impacts it will have 
on your practice

What is one thing that 
you hope as you start a new school 
year…


